Faculty Fridays – Spring 2010!

Fridays each month
January, February, March & April

Faculty Fridays workshops are for instructors who want to connect with the college and develop new teaching strategies. We’ll meet late Friday afternoons because more associate instructors may be available then. Faculty Fridays were originally designed to help address professional development needs defined by associate faculty. Associate instructors will be key contributors at each session and, of course, fulltime instructors are also encouraged to attend.

Faculty Kick-off Social – Flex #1260
Carol Stanley-Hall’s House
Friday, January 29th, 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.

All instructors are welcome to join us for conversation and refreshments. New associate instructors are especially encouraged to attend so they can get to know their colleagues in a more casual setting.

Spring 2010 sessions will be held in
Chico Center Room 160
2:30 – 4:30 p.m.

Flex credit is available for all sessions. (Flex credit is available for associate instructors up to amount designated on their flex contracts.) In addition, $100 stipends will be awarded to associate instructors who attend all three sessions in February, March, and April (social not required).

Faculty Friday Diversity Workshop Series
February 26th - Flex #1261
March 26th - Flex #1262
April 23rd - Flex #1263

These workshops will provide a forum for participants to discover conscious and unconscious ways in which racism, classism, sexism, and heterosexism, permeates our attitudes and behaviors at the workplace and affects our relationships with each other and with students. Be prepared for various challenging interactive exercises and active participation.

Watch for additional information!
Get involved. Join us!

Faculty Fridays are sponsored by Professional Development
Facilitated by April Hennessey
Call 895-2543 for further information or email: stanlyhallca@butte.edu